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ELT Lesson JAM #4, 24 October 2020      
         Rachel Appleby 

  

Google Docs:  
The pros & cons of using 1 l-o-n-g Google Doc in breakout rooms 
 
The idea I put forward at the most recent JAM session had been (like much of what I do!) an 
experiment with an online group. It had been part of a full day’s training, so I had been aiming for 
maximum but also varied interaction at different stages. 
 
What I’ll do here is, firstly, give you the context, and outline what I did in this workshop, and then 
I’ll focus on the methodology – and discuss how it could be applied in more general ELT contexts. 
The workshop was very much EAP, but the idea can, I believe, be used much more widely.  
 
THE IDEA AND HOW I USED IT FOR REAL 
 

The workshop was about writing academic articles, and “getting published”. One area we looked 
at was the abstract of a journal article. Before participants started writing an abstract, I wanted 
them to see examples of published abstracts, and analyze them (genre-analysis). So, having 
brainstormed the ‘ingredients’ of an abstract, I demonstrated what I wanted participants to do on 
a Google doc. (shared screen), with an abstract from a recent ELTJ (English Language Teaching 
Journal) article, and – live – I highlighted different parts, ‘labelling’ them in the right-hand column.  
It started to look something like this:  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The participants had, in advance, each emailed me a sample published journal article, so before 
the workshop, I had copy-pasted each person’s article abstract to a table like the one above – all 
on one continuous Google Doc., – and added their names.  
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During the workshop, once I had 
shared the link to the doc. (and the 
editing rights!) – they scrolled down 
to search for their abstract. Here, on 
the right, you can see the beginning 
of one:   
 
You’ll see that I also asked them to 
add in the title etc. of the journal.  
 
 
 
 
I then put participants into break-out rooms in 2s / 3s, and asked them to focus on just one of 
their abstracts (for now). Their task was to share their screen, and for one of them to mark up the 
abstract as I had done in the example. The group working on the one above chose a very nice 
colour-coded approach:  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
So far so good. I won’t elaborate on the details, but afterwards, we had everyone back in the main 
room, and briefly went through some of the abstracts – noticing ‘ingredients’ which had been 
missed out, or commenting on the ones which were clear and most effective. (The workshop itself 
did not allow time for participants to write a draft abstract; that will be Workshop part II!) 
 
MY THINKING BEHIND THE METHODOLOGY, AND HOW IT COULD BE APPLIED MORE WIDELY 
 

In anticipating how this was going to work, I decided to do the following:  
- put all abstracts on 1 page, so that the participants were free to scroll up and down to a) 

see each other’s abstracts & choose one easily, b) see others working on theirs in real time.   
- copy-paste their abstracts, and add their names (to avoid wasting valuable workshop time)  
- .. but not do all the leg-work: they had to add the article title, etc. (some didn’t) 
- add in a ‘spare’ page-break after each sample abstract, so that if in doing the task, they 

wrote more and went over the page, they wouldn’t ‘push down’ the text of those working 
on a page further down. (This proved invaluable!) 
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Based on the above, I / the teacher was able to:  
- check participants were on task at glance, and under just one link, rather than several 
- watch ‘live’ as participants worked on their abstracts 
- add my own comments (in this case, I didn’t – it didn’t seem appropriate) 
- feedback on their work afterwards in the main room, - either commenting myself, or 

asking others to comment / add anything (this would also work on separate documents)  
 

Based on the above, participants were also able to:  
- delete anything – or all of it 
- delete their own work at any stage (including after the workshop) (possible; disappointing) 
- have access to over 12 mostly very good samples of abstracts, marked up: some 

mentioned this would be especially useful when they come to write their own 
  
FEEDABCK & DISCUSSION 
 

As this had been an experiment, I was curious to know what my breakout room-mates liked, or 
could suggest for improvements, or alternatives, and also – especially – how else this could work, 
i.e. students working in pairs or small groups on their ‘own’ text, but on one full page Google Doc.  
 
I received some very useful feedback and comments*, e.g.  

- giving sts a choice (which text to work on, ‘what’ to highlight) promotes learner autonomy) 
- being able to see each other’s work might help cross-breed good ideas 
- the colour coding is a great idea 
- it’s a good way to highlight (a wide range of) features of a text 
- teens could be distracted with access to others’ work; good with ‘mature’ adults 
- YLs would need to know they need to be respectful, and not write inappropriate comments 

* Thanks to ZoomRoomMates Rachel T & Chris MS ☺  
Other uses:  

- other genres you could so this with, e.g. a letter of complaint; a short story; etc.  
- students could highlight narrative tenses in a short story 
- .. or prepositions, or collocations or ..  
- Each group could highlight something different, but be working on the same text 
- Many, more ideas, e.g. mark up / highlight phrases they ‘like’ in a tapescript, or TED video-

script; ‘spot the mistake’ and correct them; rewrite sentences informal to formal, etc.  
 
NB:  

1. It takes a while to copy-paste individual texts, - but if you were having students working on 
the same text, it would be very quick. 

2. The Google Doc link can be shared in advance, or in the chatbox before they go into 
breakout rooms. Make sure you highlight this, so they know to open the page before!  

3. Remember to give them editing rights before you share the link! 
4. It’s good to get students to add comments on the part of the text they were working on, 

rather than – as the teacher – you going through each one (which is quicker, but far less 
effective and less personal). Make sure you give students time to read each other’s, to 
speak and comment. (I didn’t allow enough time for this!) 

5. Using one long Google Doc. obviously wouldn’t be suitable if you were running a test – 
students could too easily cheat by scrolling up or down to see each other’s work. 

6. … and I’m sure there are other things to remember! 
 

Thanks for the opportunity, and the feedback! 


